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No	  vax	  for	  Novak	  	  
Tennis champ Djokovic Novak ‘became well known for his 
personal stance against taking the COVID-19 vaccine.’ Aaron 
‘Rodgers himself has been public about his stance against 
taking the COVID-19 vaccine. ‘Rodgers said he was not an 
“anti-vaxxer” but that he “just wanted to make the best choice 
for my body.” 
 

Scams,	  Fraud	  &	  Grooming	  
Imagine the plot by a mastermind and his accomplices to commit 
fraud, such as stealing songs and books, and breaking them into 
pieces and then having you used the stolen songs or rewrite the song 
and you get blamed for their fraud. Thus, no relatives, no friends, 
nobody will get my permission to use any of my songs and or books. 
Ask the mastermind for a song that they did not steal for you to sing, 
play and record and get a lawyer involved...Fisal Ally 
 

 

 
	  

Slavery	  &	  Indentured	  laborers 
The South American President, Irfaan Ali, of Guyana ‘lashed out at 
the descendants of European slave traders and said those who profited 
from the cruel, trans-Atlantic slave trade should offer to pay 
reparations to today’s generations. He also ‘proposed that those 
involved in the slave trade be posthumously charged for crimes 
against humanity.’ There was a ‘formal apology in Guyana by the 
descendants of Scottish 19th-century sugar and coffee plantation 
owner John Gladstone.’ Ali said, ‘the apology should also include 
issues of compensation and reparative justice.   
 

Masks	  are	  back	  for	  some	  
	  	  	  	  	  Are	  lockdowns	  coming	  back?	    	  
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Contact: ALLY Media 
Website: www.allymedia.ca 
Edition 1.0 published September 22, 2023 
at 10:30pm. 
 
 

Disclaimer: The writer(s)of articles in the 
Diverse City Magazine has done his/her best to 
write on topics presented based on public 
available information, which may be 
inconsistent, incorrect or even change over 
time. If errors are pointed out, the writer(s)will 
investigate and provide updates. Fisal Ally has 
been video taping his reports as he types as 
proof of his research and work, and has 
multiple copies of his work as his work evolves. 

	  
Photo of the Kaieteur falls, Guyana, South 
America,  licensed from 
www.depositphotos.com 
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Disclaimer:	  The opinions conveyed in this magazine are those of the writer(s) 
 and do not reflect the opinions of the publisher,  others posting information 
such as advertisements, pictures etc…  
 
The views of the writers are his/her views and does not represent others in the 
magazine. The writer(s)of articles in the Diverse City Magazine has done his/her 
best to write on topics presented based on public available information, which may 
be inconsistent, incorrect or even change over time. If errors are pointed out, the 
writer(s)will investigate and provide updates. Fisal Ally has been video taping 
areas of his reports as he types as proof of his research and work, and has multiple 
copies of his work as his work evolves. 
 
Information presented in this magazine are subject to changes. When embarking 
on a trip, vacation, a place of service such as a restaurant etc...you must verify and 
or confirm the information presented in this magazine, as information can change 
quickly, even immediately after this magazine is published. It’s important that 
anything to do with health and meditation as presented in this magazine that the 
person seeks professional advice, for example from their doctors, researchers etc... 

------------------ 
Ally Production and or Fisal Ally/ Brian Ally do not do videos, write articles, 
books, songs for anyone, nor edit books and articles for anyone. In the past I have 
done some weddings videos and around 2010 completed a half an hour comedy 
episode and a mock up movie.  
 
There is another company by a similar name, Ally Production that does movies; I 
have no connection to them. If any body tells you that I will write songs, books 
articles for others or gives audition, those are all made up fabricated lies and have 
nothing to do with me. 
 
Anyone can have a copy or copies of my songs and books, however, if anyone tells 
you that you can sample my songs, books etc… for commercial use and rewrite to 
make it better according to your taste thinking it’s better, those are again fabricated 
lies as part of a scam, as I have never signed a contract with anyone to sample any 
of my songs and books or to use any of my songs/music and books commercially. 
In this industry scams and tricks can be played on you and you can easily be 
mislead pulling you into a scam and or situations you will regret. Beware of people 
pulling you into their scams and having you take the blame for them! They will set 
you up, frame you and make you take all the blame, while they’re on their beach 
getaway enjoying their paradise on earth, and they are well protected by a system 
that protects them, but scam people like my self for their gains and benefits. People 
on our email lists have been getting spams with the subject ‘Ally Production(s); I 
never use this name in the subject line - those emails are not from me…F. Ally  
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FISAL (FIZAL) DEEN ALLY’S INDEPENDENT  

ORIGINAL MUSIC & BOOK TOUR 
A TOUR of songs and books written by songwriter/musician/writer 

F. Ally who is originally from Guyana, South America 
PLEASE VISIT www.allymedia.ca 

Presently doing home videos of many originals songs,  
along with the August 9 tradition videos  

(singing and playing the guitar) 
 

Free digital books download 
Written by Fisal Ally 

Copy link and paste into your URL to begin your historical journey with Fisal Ally 
PLEASE SHARE WITH OTHERS 

***Ebooks can be read or downloaded from:  https://allymedia.ca/fisal-ally-books 
***Ebooks can also be read or downloaded from: www.smashwords.com; do a search for Fisal Ally 
***First 3 ebooks can also be read through the Edmonton Public library  
(Links are subject to changes) 
 
 
BOOK 1 PART 1 (Historical Fiction, recreating history with a 
love story)  
The Trilogy of Savitri's Garden: India to the Americas 1838, 
(Book1, Part I) - India Rising on the Horizon of the Americas 
https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/634521 
 
BOOK 1 PART II (Historical Fiction) 
The Trilogy of Savitri's Garden: India to the Americas 1838, 
(Book1, Part II) - India Rising on the Horizon of the Americas 
https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/634522 

 
  BOOK 2 (Historical Fiction) 
  The Trilogy of Savitri's Garden: The Escape for True Love (Book2) 
  https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/634528 
 
  BOOK 3 (Historical Fiction) 
  The Trilogy of Savitri's Garden: Rebellion and Reunion (Book3) 
   https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/634530 

 
  BOOK 4 - A SHORT STUDY GUIDE 
  Debunked The Use Of The Label Coolie In Guyana 
  https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/647830 
 
‘Signature with Love’ (a book on cats) by F. Ally 
      can also be download from www.smashwords.com 
 
F. Ally’s song lyric book & many songs are uploaded on www.allymedia.ca 
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THE WORLD AT WAR AND HUMANITY ON 
THE BRINK OF DESTRUCTION 

 
 
 
 

EACH ONE HAS TO FIND HIS PEACE FROM WITHIN. AND PEACE TO 
BE REAL MUST BE UNAFFECTED BY OUTSIDE CIRCUMSTANCES 

MAHATMA GANDHI 
 

THE MORE WE SWEAT IN PEACE, THE LESS WE BLEED IN WAR 
VIJAYA LAKSHMI PANDIT 

 
PEACE IS THE ONLY BATTLE WORTH WAGING 

ALBERT CAMUS 
 

IF YOU WISH TO EXPERIENCE PEACE,  
PROVIDE PEACE FOR ANOTHER 

TENZIN GYATSO, THE 14th DALAI LAMA 
 
 

GIVE PEACE A CHANCE 
JOHN LENNON 

 
 

PEACE, LET’S KEEP THE PEACE,  
KEEP THE PEACE FOR EVERYONE 

FISAL ALLY 
 

WE WANT A NEW CLEAR SOCIETY 
NOT A NUCLEAR SOCIETY 

FISAL ALLY 
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DIVERSE LIFE 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DIVERSE LIFE STYLE 
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NAZ & DEEN GARDEN 
This year all planting were done in pots and now that the cold is 

coming in, pots were taken into the gazebo  
(See page x for recipe made from produce picked from the garden) 

 
Jalapeno peppers 

 

 
Zucchini 

 
Tomatoes 

 
Cumbers 

 
From Naz & Deen Garden  

Strawberries & Tomatoes 
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Diverse Dishes Recipes 
Vegetables straight from Naz & Deen’s Garden 

Zucchini, cumbers, jalapeno, tomatoes 
 

 
 

From the garden 
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HEALTH & WELLNESS 
In these times, people are researching and searching for   

 health products and information  
 
 

Vitamins and detox information from Zelenko labs 
www.zstacklife.com 

https://zstacklife.com/?ref=BestProtocol 

 
Disclaimer: This information does not offer any medical advice, but is only providing 
information. It’s important to seek advice from your doctor and from qualified professionals in 
these areas. 
 
 

 

 

Taking lessons from Furrari 

Getting some sunshine coming through the window 
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ON THE WALL 
 

Diverse Quotes 
 
 
 
 

We are what we think, said the Buddha 
 

All that we are arises with our thoughts 
 

With our thoughts we make the world 
 

As a man acts, so does he become 
 

As a man’s desires, so is his destiny 
 

We create our destiny 
 

Changing our destiny 
 

We should spend time believing in 
 and visualizing a positive future 
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September 2023 

 
Editor / writer:  
Fisal Deen Ally  
(Brian Ally) 
 

It’s the end of summer and fall is here. This was the best summer I’ve 
seen in Edmonton over the decades, and I’m sure everyone else will 
say the same. I had bought small zucchini, cucumber and tomato 
plants, and transferred them to bigger pots. Due to the heat some of the 
zucchinis died and got burnt as they were coming up. My jalapeno 
plant from last year produced a good amount of peppers. Now that it’s 
getting cold, I brought the pots of plants into the gazebo. I noticed 
some of the leaves on the jalapeno plant are getting yellow, so I 
brought the plant into the rumpus room next to the window.  
 
 

What’s coming - CBDC, inflation, shortages, mask, lockdowns 
Are you prepared for what’s coming? It’s coming, but when? But when it comes, it will not be 
easy if you live in places like Edmonton, especially if you want to plant a garden. Perhaps start 
planting indoors in February and then transplant into bigger pots for the outdoors and try to reap 
twice? Do you at least have a month of can goods? A few months would be better. A few weeks 
ago, I was in the grocery store and I saw the 1 liter pop price jumped from $1.99 to about $3.49, 
but dropped when I returned a week later. So you have an idea of what’s coming, and it’s going 
to be bad.  
 
About seven years ago I was told that something major was coming, but at the time we didn’t 
know what it would be. Now we do. The ‘Great Reset’ is taking place right before out eyes, as 
CBDC (Central Bank Digital Currency) is coming in. Be ready. I have been stacking up for years 
now incase something happens, and I would use and replenish what I have so I do not end up 
with expired products. Note that the best before date does not mean something is expired. 
Normally for can goods, it can be kept for a few more years. You can get a list with items best 
before dates and how long after they can be kept. Some items can be kept for many years after 
the best before date, so don’t be afraid to stack up before inflation takes over and where you 
money will have little value.  
 
We had a great summer, but I believe this could be a cold and dark winter. I’m not sure, but I 
know a cold and dark winter is coming in the future. Do some research and be prepared. At least 
it’s good to be prepared. The English are being told to cut energy consumption else they may get 
charged. We are witnessing the destruction of many places around the world, the destruction of 
humanity and other lives is taking place, as forests being burned down and vast amount of trees 
are being cut down.  
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DIVERSE CITY 
 

NEWS 

 
 
 
 
Diverse News Highlights: 
- No vax for Novak  
- B.C doctor said some of his patients got blood clots after taking the jabs 
- Deaths, Cardiac arrests 
-'Israeli scientists create model of human embryo without eggs or sperm’ 
-‘Australia’s fifth-largest bank, Macquarie Bank, has announced its transition to digital-only  
  transactions’ 
- Dr. Patrick More says carbon dioxide is a Nutrient for all lives 
-Masks are back in many places 
-Are lockdowns coming back? Two professors said it’s highly unlikely 
-From the grapevine: Some made claims lockdowns are coming this fall 
-Food plant explodes 
-‘Deny Climate Change? Go To Jail 
-Detained for criticizing COVID jabs, lockdown 
-A quarter of all spy cameras sabotaged or missing 
-'Is your 401 (K) funding the Chinese Military 
-5 G towers - How does it affect us? 
-DOJ Prosecutors seek 120 days in prison for Owen Shroyer for speaking out against stolen  
  2020 election - A speech Crime 
- Bill Gates involved in cutting down 70 million acres of trees 
- What is Agenda 2021 according to some 
 
 
 
(Scroll to the following page for Diverse News) 
Reports updated and published on September 22, 2023 
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DIVERSE NEWS 
 
Diverse News: No vax for Novak 
 
It’s known to many that the tennis player Novak Djokovic did not take the injection (s) and had 
missed playing in the Australian tournament. In the article ‘#novaxdjokovic: Aaron Rodgers 
praises Novak Djokovic's position on COVID-19 vaccine by Lorenzo Reyes, USA TODAY (ref 
7), published on Mon, September 4, 2023 ‘ states 'Aside from being the men's record holder for 
most grand slam championships, Djokovic became well known for his personal stance against 
taking the COVID-19 vaccine. He missed last year's U.S. Open due to a Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention mandate that required non-U.S. citizens to be vaccinated to enter 
the country; earlier in 2022, Djokovic received a medical exemption to play at the Australian 
Open but was deported when he lost a court battle after his visa was canceled.'  
  
'Rodgers himself has been public about his stance against taking the COVID-19 vaccine. '  
Rodgers said he was not an "anti-vaxxer" but that he "just wanted to make the best choice 
for my body."' 
 
In the article ‘‘I’m not an anti-vax, flat earther’: Aaron Rogers sought treatments instead of 
covid-19 vaccine posted on Nov 6, 2021 (ref24) , Rodgers said: “I’m not an antivax, flat-earther. 
I have an allergy to an ingredient that’s in the mRNA vaccines. I found a long-term 
immunization protocol to protect myself and I’m very proud of the research that went into 
that.”  
 
Diverse News: B.C doctor said some of his patients got blood clots after taking the jabs 
 
In the podcast at time 25:21 (ref5) states (from The Telegraph) 'Blood clots could be the cause of 
post-covid brain fog' 
time 16 -- Dr. Charles Hoff from British Columbia asked his patients in early 2021  to go 
get a D-dimer test because  says ' I now have 10 patients in my small practice who are 
literally disabled after their first shot - I had set out to investigate the cause of their vaccine 
injuries and found that it was due to microscopic bloodclots and found that 50% of people who 
get these shots have evidence of the microscopic blood test call the d-dimer.' 
 
But of course we’re not hearing much on the vaccine itself causing problems, we’re hearing that 
covid caused longcovid.  
 
 
Diverse News: Deaths, Cardiac arrests  
 
It’s unusual to see so many deaths and injuries over the past two years. We continue to see more 
and more deaths of younger people, along with people having cardiac arrests. Below are two 
deaths, and two cardiac arrests. 
 
In the article ‘Fitness Influencer, 33, Dies of Double Cardiac Arrest 
Cara Lynn Shultz; Fri, September 1, 2023  ‘Police are investigating why Larissa Borges of 
Brazil died after having back-to-back cardiac episodes' '  
The Instagram star, who is from Brazil’s Federal District, was traveling in Gramado when she 
went into cardiac arrest on August 20, according to a local news report from G1. 
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Borges went into a coma and remained hospitalized for a week, the report says, until she went 
into a second cardiac arrest, which was fatal.'   
 
In the article ‘Billy Miller, ‘The Young and the Restless’ and ‘General Hospital’ Actor, Dies 
at 44 by McKinley Franklin; Sun, Sep 17, 2023 (ref 9) states ‘Billy Miller, the Daytime Emmy-
winning actor from “The Young and the Restless” and “General Hospital,” died on Friday in 
Austin, Texas.”  
The actor was 43 and died on Friday and he would have turned 44 on Sept 17, 2023. 
The article says “The actor was struggling with manic depression when he died” the statement 
reads. His mother states that his death had to do with the illness he was struggling with. 
 
 
Cardiac Arrests 
 
In the podcast (ref5) at 32:57 into the video, the headline stated 'Two runners had 
cardiac  arrests. A cardiologist was racing behind them. '  smaller writing says: The doctor 
performed CPR on both, who are expected to make full recoveries. The incidents offer lessons 
and reminders for runners of all abilities.' by Kevin Soong , November 22, 2022. 
 
 
Diverse News: 'Israeli scientists create model of human embryo without eggs or sperm’ 
 
A past editions of this magazine covered news on babies in the future being created in labs. The 
future looks bleak and dangerous for humanity. We are spoon fed one piece at a time, so we can 
never get the full picture until it’s took late for humanity and all of us. 
 
The article from Reuters ‘Israeli scientists create model of human embryo without eggs or sperm 
Published September 7, 2023 (ref 16) states that this model ‘offering a unique glimpse into the 
early stages of embryonic development.’ ‘The model resembles an embryo at day 14, when it 
acquires internal structures but before it lays down the foundations for body organs, according to 
the team at Israel’s Weizmann Institute of Science. (ref 16’ ‘The Israeli team emphasized that 
they were along way from being able to create an embryo from scratch’ (ref 16) 
What do others have to say about this? 
 
Below are some excerpts from (Ref 17) Lab-grown human ‘embryo’ created without eggs or 
sperm; September 08, 2023 
‘British law prohibits the culturing of human embryos in labs beyond the 14-day mark, but 
because the structures derived from stem cells are formed artificially, they are not 
explicitly covered by existing regulations.’ ‘Still, most researchers have adopted voluntary 
limits on their work at this stage.’ 
‘The work will however renew debate on the need for clearer ethical rules on the development of 
lab-grown human embryo models. 
 
 
Diverse News: ‘Australia’s fifth-largest bank, Macquarie Bank, has announced its 
transition to digital-only transactions’ 
 
In the past few years there has been lots of news on countries planning to bring in the digital 
currency, and it’s getting closer by the day. In the podcast (ref 6) at time 13:26 states: 
‘Australia’s fifth-largest band, Macquarie Bank, has announced its transition to digital-only 
transactions. Starting from January 2024, the bank will begin phasing out all cast, cheque, and 
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phone payment services in its 80 branches. Buy November 2024, all in-branch cash transactions 
will be completely discontinued.’ 
 
One of the points mentioned ‘May 2024: Depositing or withdrawing cash or cheques over the 
counter at Macquarie branches will no longer be possible. Ordering checkbooks for existing 
accounts will also be discontinued.’ 
 
At time 19:25 in the podcast Highlights ‘Australia to be ‘functionally cashless’ by 2025’ In small 
writings ‘Australia is rapidly heading towards a “cashless society” with one expert predicting 
money will be completely gone by the end of the decade by Frank Chung. 
 
At time 20:08 headline from Bloomberg states: ‘Sweden is ditching cash. Just wait for the fall 
out. 
  
 
Diverse News: Dr. Patrick More says carbon dioxide is a Nutrient for all lives 
 
There are different views on carbon dioxide. This is what Dr. Partrick More says 
 
1:32:56 - Dr. Patrick More (Founding member Green Peace) ' One of my mission is to turn on its 
head the idea that carbon dioxide is a pollutant and dangerous when in fact it is the most 
important NUTRIENT for all lives on earth and without it this would be a dead planet. So I say 
not only is carbon dioxide good, it is essential and its a good thing that we are putting some more 
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere because it was running low before we came along...they don't 
have definitive proof in science. I'am a student of philosophy and history of science and I know 
the scientific method have not been applied in such a way as to prove carbon dioxide is causing 
the earth to warm...I am firmly believe that the future will show that this whole historia over 
climate change was a complete FABRICATION.'      
 
Reference 21 
Statement of Patrick Moore, Ph.D: Before the Senate Enviornment and Public Works 
Committee, Subcommittee on Oversight; February 25, 2012 “Natural Resource Adaptation: 
Protecting ecosystems and economies” 
 
Says ‘There is no scientific proof that human emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) are the 
dominant cause of the minor warming of the Earth’s atmosphere over the past 100 years. If there 
were such a proof it would be written down for all to see. No actual proof, as it is understood in 
science, exists.’ 
 
‘When modern life evolved over 500 million years ago, CO2 was more than 10 times higher than 
today, yet life flourished at this time.’ 
 
 
Diverse News: Masks are back in many places 
 
In the podcast  MASKS ARE BACK! - Schools Force Masks On Kids As Biden Stumbles 
Around With A Muzzle  (ref4) the headline states: 'Maryland School implements new mask 
mandate' as Biden masks up in front of the press; 8 sep 2023; Steve Watson. 
 
There's some push back: 'GOP Governors say ' Not happening here' After maryland school 
implements N-95 mask mandate by Tyler Durden.   
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Greg Abbot says 'Not going to happen Texas.' 
 
The host of the podcast says California and New York are also laying out their covid guidelines 
which includes masking as well.' 
 
At time 1:17 (ref4) HERE WE GO" White House says Joe Biden will start wearing mask again 
after Jill Biden tests positive for covid-19 by Jim Holt sep 5, 2023. 
Headlines Gateway Pundit time 1:51 : 'Biden Goes off-script again: They keeptelling me...I gotta 
keep wearing a mask, but don't tell them I didn't have it on when I walked in (video) by Cristina 
Laila sep 6, 2023. 
 
In the podcast (ref5) on CBS news 'Jill Biden tested positive for covid-19 and President Joe 
Biden tested negative for covid-19. Says he will be masking while in Public and will remove 
his mask while distance from others. 
Woohie Goldberg has covid. On the view, hosts are saying Whoppie is not here, she tested for 
covid - it's back it's back. 
 
 
At time 2:30 (ref4) 'NOW- WHO'S Tedros says, 'The increase in hospitalization and deaths 
shows that covid is here to stay and that we will continue to need tools to fight it." sep 6, 2023  
Time 2:43 'Whoopi Goldberg has covid misses The View season 27 premiere by Joey Nolfi; sep 
5, 2023 
 
At time 3:22 into the podcast (ref4) 'President Trump addresses vaccine adverse events for the 
first time - calls on Big Pharma to disclose safety data immediately (video) by Jim Holt sep 5, 
2023 
At time 5:30,  ‘Even CNN Smerconish question Fauci the other day and said all these studies 
says masks don't work, even N-95's don't work,  and he said well you know if you wear the mask 
among the pubic maybe it doesn't work, but maybe on a person to person basic. Host 'I don't 
think that any studies, other than pharma funded studies, and even Fauci says the mask don't 
work back in the beginning of 2020. 
 
At time 7:12 into the podcast (ref4) 'A DC area elementary school _ Montgomery County, 
Maryland - is reinstating a mask mandate - N(%s - for third graders over a few kids testing 
positive for covid. Here's the letter. They're coming with masks for your kids again. Get 
ready. Read this insanity...' Clay Travis sep 5, 2023 
 
 
Mask mandates for Ottawa, B.C 
 
In the podcast (ref5) at 56:12 headline says, Ottawa-area hospitals re-tightening masking 
requirements with covid-19 case counts rising' Smaller writings says: On Wednesday, Ottawa 
Public Health reported eight additional Ottawa residents had died of covid-19 over the past week 
and 163 new cases had been confirmed.'  
by Elizabeth Payne; Sep 6, 2023   
time 57:17 Ottawa bringing back hospital mask mandates on Sep11, 2023. 
(I did a search and I found this below)  
 
In the article ‘Mask up again? Here’s what to know about the call to ready masks by Sharon 
Kirkey, published Sep 16, 2023 (ref22) states: ‘Ontario hospitals have begun tightening and 
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re-imposing mask mandates. The McGill University Health Centre in Montreal has made 
masks mandatory for its health-care-workers. British Columbia is mulling restarting mask use in 
healthcare facilities…’ 
Posted: Sep. 9, 2023 9:49AM  
https://www.cheknews.ca/b-c-considers-restarting-mask-mandate-in-hospitals-health-minister-
1168143/?utm_source=flipboard&utm_content=other 
 
At time 56:55 Maryland elementary school has reinstated mask because 3 or more children 
tested positive for covid. for 10 days (to go over to get the correct name of the school).. 
A number of places in teh USA already re-introduced masking... 
 
 
Diverse News: Are lockdowns coming back? Two professors says it’s highly unlikely 
 
From the grapevine, we learned earlier that TSA whistle blowers stating that masks are coming 
back. Although we have not heard of airport staff being masked up, it’s back in some schools, 
and we can see some people masking up around the city. There has been news previously that 
mask mandates are coming back, and we can see them coming back in schools, and Biden 
promoting it by wearing one. What about lockdowns? Are lockdowns coming back? This is what 
two professors has to say. 
 
In the article ‘Will we see a return to masks and lockdowns against covid-19 this winter?  
12 September 2023 by Priya Joi (ref19) says ‘Masks may well make a comeback, but most likely 
will only be mandatory in specific situations, such as healthcare settings such as clinics and 
hospitals…’ 
 
“I think the chance of another lockdown is somewhere between ‘extremely unlikely’ and 
‘vanishingly unlikely’.” - Professor Christina Pagel, of University College London 
 
‘Professor Paul Hunter, of University of East Anglia, told iNews: “Lockdowns are a blunt 
tool for controlling pandemic spread. They were pretty effective in the early months of the 
pandemic but there was evidence that even by the second wave (alpha variant) they were 
not as effective as in the first wave.” 
 
 
Diverse News: From the grapevine: Some made claims that lockdowns are coming this fall 
 
There is news coming out stating that people were in meetings and they were told that lockdowns 
are coming.  
 
It’s important remember that this magazine is only sharing what others are discussing. Could it 
be that if something is true, that when it’s shared and others are discussing it around the world to 
educate others that the spread of knowledge could trigger their plans to change? During these 
times of uncertainty and the ‘Great Reset’ taking place, we must keep an open mind. Also the 
timing can be off. Or maybe this is all to sidetrack us.  
 
In the podcast at time 50:58 (ref 5) shows a person who did not hide his name Brad Carrigan, 
and who came out and said, ‘...I want to introduce you to what's really gonna happen in the 
fall. I got inside info, I sat with somebody from the government yesterday who showed me a 
text that - a text from the inner circle of Daniel Smith. In that inner circle, I mean the very 
inner circle text was saying to the government official that I was sitting with and having lunch 
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with that - what it was is that there actually gonna be a lock down coming this fall. The message 
was if you are going on holidays to go now that you won't be able to go afterwards.' '...first of all 
the most important thing we have to remember is when they do these lockdowns this fall and 
they are coming now, there's verification and I trust the source - i saw the text myself with my 
own eyes. I saw exactly what was said and what we are looking at is a fall lockdown and 
mandates are coming back, and the problem we're going to see is that everybody is now awake - 
not everybody but a lot of people are awake, they do not want to vaccinate, they do not want to 
play the game anymore and they are not going to want to put up with this nonsense any longer, 
but we have to be careful we don't give them the opportunity to come out with a martial law 
scenario or an emergency measure.'   
 
Just to recap, in the last edition in this magazine, there was news section called Diverse News: 
From the grapevine: Full COVID-19 lockdowns, beginning with mask mandates are coming 
back as early as mid-Sept in the US, and in the middle of October 2023.  
 
 
In an article (Ref 19) called, Biden Regime to reinstate covid-19 restrictions beginning with 
mask mandate as “covid cases rise”, say TSA and Border Patrol Whistleblowers by Jim Hoft, 
Aug 18, 2023.  
At time 2:25 into the video (ref 19) states: ‘The Biden regime is preparing to reinstate full 
COVID-19 lockdowns, beginning with masking mandates for TSA and airport employees 
reportedly as early as mid-September, Infowars first to report. A high-level TSA official 
reached out to infowars, detailing a Tuesday meeting where TSA managers were informed of 
new memorandums and policies that would re-implement mask-wearing.’ ‘The official added 
that by mid-October, mask-wearing will be mandated for pilots, flight staff, passengers, and all 
airport patrons.’ 
 
Is Joe Biden Reinstating Face Mask + Lockdowns?! 
Posted by Dr. Adrian Wong; August 30, 2023 
Techarp.com/facts/joe-biden-face-mask-lockdowns/ 
Directly from this site 
Claim: Biden Admin is reinstating Full COVID lockdowns! 
Biden Regime to Reinstate covid-19 restrictions beginning with Mask Mandate as “covid cases 
rise”, say TSA and Border Patrol Whistleblowers 
 
States” ‘The Biden regime is preparing to reinstate full covid-19 lockdowns, beginning with 
masking mandates for TSA and airport employees reportedly as early as mid-September, 
Infowars first to report. 
 
States “They were told it was not a matter of “if” but “when” official covid numbers will go 
back up and they expect by mid-October a return to forced-masking policies that the Biden 
administration previously only reluctantly ended after massive pressure,” Inforwars 
reported.’ 
 
States: The official added that by mid-October, mask-wearing will be mandated for pilots, 
flight staff, passengers, and all airport patrons.’ 
 
The news outlet added, “Both whistleblowers were told this rollout will be in tandem with 
the new Covid “variant” hysteria that the MSM has been reporting on this week.” 
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Diverse News: Food plant explodes 
In the past many food manufacturing plants were destroyed and it continues today. In the podcast 
‘The State plans to starve you! - Government grocery stores & more factory explosions; 
Published Sep 17, 2023 (ref 15) at 20 seconds into the video the headline says, ‘Attack on our 
food supply: Illinois corn and soy processing plant explodes, leaving at least eight workers 
injured by Ethan Huff, sep 13, 2023 
 
 
Diverse News: ‘Deny Climate Change? Go To Jail 
 
What took place in 2022 
 
The article ‘UK climate activists held in jail for up to six months before trial by Terry 
Macalister, Friday 23, 2022’ (ref 18) states that ‘Louise Lancaster, a 56-year-old former teacher 
from Grantchester in Cambridgeshire, was arrested on the M25 and taken to a police station in 
Grays, Essex. Her husband had to put out a missing person alert to find her.’ ‘Lancaster was 
quickly released on remand from Peterborough on the condition that she engage in no more 
“actions”, but her court hearing is not scheduled until October 2023. “If I had been remanded in 
jail, I would be facing over a year before trial,” she said 
 
This took place in 2023 
 
In the video (Ref1) at eight seconds into the video, the headline says: 'UK plans to send people 
to jail for disagreeing with the "climate crisis" sep 7, 2023, and the details states: 'A piece of 
legislation snuck quietly through Parliament yesterday. If we don't fight it you might very well 
face jail time for non-compliance with new zero diktats on your home, writes Lois Perry. Back to 
work after the Summer recess, the UK Government introduced legislation related to net zero 
measures, which has set off major alarm bells amongst lovers of freedom across the country. 
Many are questioning the necessity and feasibility of the draconian net zero measures contained 
the flagship. Energy Bill which cleared the Commons at third reading yesterday, and 
they're rightly worried property owners facing criminal charges for opposing them. In fact, 
under this new legislation, those who fail to adhere to energy consumption regulations could face 
imprisonment for up to a year and fines of up to 15,000 pounds.' 'Critics argue that this move 
starkly contradicts the will of the British people and fortunately has sparked a high degree 
of opposition from some members of the Conservative Party.' 'It's this pandemic-style shift in 
power dynamics-this time using the Climate rather than Covid-which is thje source of worry for 
many.' 
 
The title of an article: 'Millions of Brits told not to heat homes at night at part of 'Net Zero' 
climate goals' by Tyler Durden; Aug 30, 2023, states: 'Britains's Climate Change Committee 
(CCC) has urged millions of Britons to not heat their homes in the evening to help the 
government hit its net zero target.' 'No they are not urging elites to ditch their private jets for 
commercial, or not to burn 1,000 of fuel taking the yatch out for a jaunt.' 
 
 
Diverse News: Detained for criticizing COVID jabs, lockdown 
 
At time 1:09 into the video (ref1), the article from Natural News 'UK considering legislation that 
allows intelligence agency to SPY on people's internet activity in real time; Ethan Huff; 
7/17/2023 
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At time 1:27 into the video, from LifeSite News, the headline states: 'Norwegian man allegedly 
detained for 9 days over Facebook posts criticizing COVID jabs, lockdown.' small writings 
states: 'Norwegian man Trond Harald Haland and lawyer Barbro Paulsen told LifeSiteNews that 
his incarceration in a psychiatric unit over dissenting from the prevailing COVID narrative was 
'a total system failure of society - politics, media, the law, medicine.' 
 
 
Diverse News: A quarter of all spy cameras sabotaged or missing 
 
At time 10:57 into the video (ref 1), the headlines for INFOWARS states: 'The massive backlash 
against Sadiq Khan's odious ULEZ scheme is accelerating, with a quarter of all spy cameras 
sabotaged or missing.' The host of the podcast discusses what's talking place in England that 
how the streets are recording your every move.' The host continued, 'at the same time they are 
destroying the food supply, destroying the energy supply, making the housing market impossible 
to own a house - you'll own nothing and you will be happy as Klaus Shawb said.' "it's evil - it's 
an anti human agenda.' 
 
The host of the podcast said 'Tyranny comes under the guise of convenience.' He said 'if all road 
leads to Rome, we need to build a bumpy gravel road off the side of it. Yeah it's bumpier, it is 
slower, but it's the thing we need to do if we want to survive what is happening to us right now.'' 
None of this is suppose to be easy...we worked hard for thousands of years...now we are in a 
reset because society has been weakened by technology (he means such as texting all day 
and spying on our every more and used for changing our DNA, etc...)  
 
Host says: They are pushing this climate change thing, the economy is failing, moving into a new 
currency system that is the CBDC that is going to have carbon credit and social credit...out of 
chaos you get order,  you destroy the food supply and you blame climate change and we have 
problems, what do I do, you ask the government for help and the government which created the 
problems in the first place brings you the solutions... ,  'Get your money out of your bank as the 
bank are being bankrupted. 'You depend on the system as little as possible, so when they pull 
things away you aren't panicking.'  
 
 
Definition Ulez - Ultra-low emission zone 
 
Reference 19 
Ulez protesters cut traffic lights completely in half in latest attack; It foolows a significant surge 
in acts of vandalism and sabotage against Ulez cameras in recent weeks by Jimmy Nsubuga, 
September 20, 2023 
Uk.news.yahoo.com/ulez-pretesters-cut-traffic-lights-182155467.html 
 
Photo shows the traffic light pole in the middle cut with the traffic lights hanging to the 
ground. 
From the article : ‘ A red sticker on the post reads, “Ulez spy camera”, with an arrow pointing 
upwards. It follows a significant surge in acts of vandalism and sabotage against Ulez cameras in 
recent weeks, carried out by individuals who refer to themselves as “blade runners”. The 
malicious activities include covering cameras with paint, among other things. 
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‘The controversial expansion of London’s ultra-low emission zone came into effect last 
month.’ ‘London mayor Sadiq Khan, who has faced strong opposition to the expansion, has 
insisted the scheme is not “anti-car.” 
“It is reported that up to 300 have so far been targeted by vandals,’ 
 
Diverse News: 'Is your 401 (K) funding the Chinese Military’ 
 
In the podcast (ref 2), Daily mail headlines: 'Is your 401 (K) funding the Chinese Military? Wall 
Street investment firms accused of financing 'red flag' companies that manufacturing fighter jets 
and navy ships in China as Biden comes under fire for weak crackdown.' by Helena Kelly;   sep 
4, 2023. The small writing says 'Wall Street firms BlackRock and MSCI are accused of 
'fueling the People's Republic of China's military advancement.' 
 
Host says, Klaus Schaub says their role model is China. 
 
 
Diverse News: 5 G towers - How does it affect us? 
 
In the article ‘Is 5G harmful to people by Kirsten Nunez on May 10, 2021’ (ref23) says ‘5G 
works by producing a type of energy called electromagnetic radiation. It uses higher 
frequencies htan previous wireless networks, making it faster and more efficient.’ 
‘Electromagnetic frequencies, like those produced by 5G, create an area called an 
electromagnetic field (EMF). Some people believe EMFs have negative health effects.’ 
The article states: ‘As a result, there is concern about how 5G affects health. But there are 
currently no known health risks linked to 5G.’ 
 
Does 5G technology have any effects on health? 
‘According to the World Health Organization (WHO), there is limited research on the 
frequencies in 5G.’ 
‘A small 2017 study showed that mobile phones use frequencies of 1.8 to 2.2 GHz. These 
frequencies cause tissue heating, according to WHO.’ ‘A 2021 study also found that people 
experience more EMF-related tissue heating as they get older. Plus, the higher the EMFs, the 
more they absorb. They’re because older individuals tend to have reduced skin thickness and 
blood flow.’  
Says ‘More research is necessary to determine how 5G specifically affects human tissue.’ 
 
It’s important to read the complete article for all of the information 
 
But what are others saying? 
 
In the podcast (re5) at time 33:26 headline: You Local News Source - Impacts of 5G cell 
service on your health.' The host says, whistle blowers coming out from the CIA and other 
sources says they have had these technologies for a long time now and they`ve used them on 
people such as to stop their heart - host says remote control of assassination - at time 34 shows a 
whistle blower 'Ex MI5 Microwave Scientist / whistle blower www.BiggerThanSnowden.com he 
says ' you can be driven to insanity and death.' Another whistleblower EX-NSA tech says: 'If you 
become a target there's nothing you can do 
Whistle blower says: 'They want to see if they can manipulate people to  
do things that are irrational but also walk them to their death.' He says they need to sample all 
cultures through the world to see WHICH TRICKS TECHNIQUE DECEPTION WORKS.  
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SAYS ' Committed by Psychopaths without empathy.  
35:05 CNN 1985 says 'Real life experiment where I was a subject of a... 
 
In the podcast (ref5) at time 35:17 - Ex-MI5 agent says the English government  have been 
lying to the people and the American government, the Canadian, Australian, they have 
been lying. They have been lying to protect industry to protect their profits, to protect 
themselves from lawsuits.'  
35:56 speaker - headlines says: Deciphering the Audio and visual cortex. Brain decoding dreams, 
Decoding of imagined speech, Brain decoding visual images.' 'Decoding what you are thinking 
based on the activity of the brain.' This was from the ' Bases Project 2nd International 
Conference 2015.' 
 
 
Diverse News: DOJ Prosecutors seek 120 days in prison for Owen Shroyer for speaking out 
against stolen 2020 election - A speech Crime 
 
At time 1:24 into the podcast (ref3) --- Gateway Pundit...headlines BREAKING: DOJ 
Prosecutors seek 120 days in prison for Owen Shroyer for speaking out against stolen 2020 
election - A speech Crime by Jim Holt; sep 6, 2023 
Host says, ‘…all he did was say on his show 'yeah it looked rig' host said, owen s said I don't 
think the election was legit and that's how about 50% of the country feels...and now  he is facing 
120 days in prison.' 'Joe Biggs another former infowars host has been sentenced to 17 years in 
prison, away from his kids, and another man got sentenced for 22 years. It is complete tyrannical 
madness when we are in a situation where you cannot say what you think on the political stage.' 
 
Diverse News: Bill Gates involved in cutting down 70 million acres of trees 
 
Bill Gates seems to have his hands in everything, from computer viruses to covid, and from 
buying up lands to farm cricket to make cricket buggers, and from modifying mosquitoes and 
releasing them. At time 8:05 into the podcast (ref2), the headlines 'Bill Gates bankrolling 
DESTRUCTION OF ALL TREES to stop "global warming 9/5/2023; Ethan Huff. 
 
However, the AP Fact Check  
‘Bill Gates-funded climate change venture doesn’t call for razing 70 million acres of trees 
by Philip Marcelo; published September 13, 2023 
apnews.com/article/fact-check-bill-gates-climate-change-trees-global-warming-758018152043 
CLAIM: Bill Gates is backing efforts to cut down 70 million acres of trees in order to fight 
global warming. 
AP’S ASSESSMENT: False. There is no plan to cut down 70 million acres of trees. The U.S 
Forest Service has a ten-year-plan to reduce the risk of wildfires across millions of acres of 
forests in the American West through a combination of controlled burns, selective tree culls and 
other forest management strategies. Gates, separately, is among the investors in a company 
proposing to help thin out California’s densely packed forests and bury tree remains in Nevada.’ 
 
To get a good picture of what’s taking place it’s important to read the AP Fact Check article as 
mentioned above. My question is, why is it necessary to cut down all of those trees, especially 
when the plan is to depopulate the world tremendously? So then why not just leave the forests 
alone? …F. Ally 
 
The webpage link below says: 
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Stop Bill gates’ Plan to cut down 70 million trees! 
Started by ardavan moradi September 7, 2023 
Change.org/p/stop-bill-gates-plan-to-cut-down-70-million-trees 
This website has a petition page that has to be filled in that says ‘Why this petition matters.’ 
The beginning of the page states ‘We, concerned citizens and environmental advocates, unite to 
address a pressing issue that threatens our planet’s delicate ecosystem. We implore you to join us 
in demanding an immediate halt to Bill Gates’ alarming proposal to cut down a staggering 70 
million trees 
 
 
Diverse News : What is Agenda 2021 according to some 
 
At time 1:26:04 into the video, says 'Agenda 2021 is a plan to dominate all aspects of human life 
by placing a command and control structure on all planetary resources. Under the banner of 
social equity, one of the pillars of 2021 is massive redistribution of wealth has already rendered 
many of America's activities ... Activities targeted for elimination under Agenda 21 are: Single 
Family homes and suburban communities; crop irrigation, pesticides and commercial 
fertilizers;  livestock production and most meat consumption; privately owned-automobiles, and 
especially the internal combustion engine; fossil fuels for energy production, personal travel and 
air travel; most forms of mineral extraction and timber harvesting; dams, reservoirs, golf courses, 
ski lodges and  vacation resorts; human population, such slated for reduction below one billion 
people.   
  
 
References for Diverse News, on page 47 
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THE ATLANTIC SLAVE TRADE & CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY 
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Introduction 
 
Throughout history there have been many crimes against people. The transatlantic slave trade 
was one the most barbarous crimes that had taken place in our recent history, forcing people into 
slavery.  A call for reparations from the descendants in many nations in the Americas, in places 
like Jamaica and Guyana in South America, where their ancestors were forced into slavery in the 
Americas and all of their wealth stolen - their wealth is their labor. They were held in bondage 
and forced to carry out slave labor with no pay while the European planters profited 
tremendously where their own nations and people profited and are still profiting from today.  
 
 
Section 1 - Discussions on reparations  
 
The South American president (Ref 10) Irfaan Ali of Guyana has on Thursday, Aug 24, 2023, 
lashed out at the descendants of European slave traders and said those who profited from 
the cruel, trans-Atlantic slave trade should offer to pay reparations to today’s generations. 
 
In the article ‘President of Guyana demands slavery reparations ahead of apology from 
plantation owner descendants’ published on August 24, 2023 (ref 1) states that 
 
The article states, ‘The leader of the South American country also proposed that those 
involved in the slave trade be posthumously charged for crimes against humanity.’ 
 
The Scottish slave owner and owner of slave plantations, John Gladstone, and talks on 
reparations 
 
The article states, 'Ali spoke ahead of Friday's planned formal apology in Guyana by the 
descendants of Scottish 19th-century sugar and coffee plantation owner John Gladstone, saying 
the apology should also include issues of compensation and reparative justice.  ' 
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The article states, ‘Historical records show that hundreds of revolting slaves were killed and their 
heads chopped off and lined on poles all the way to the capital as a reminder to others nursing 
similar ambitions as colonizers snuffed the two-day rebellion. ' 
 
The article states, ‘Absentee plantation owner Gladstone, who owned more than 2,500 slaves in 
Guyana and Jamaica, never set foot in Guyana or in the neighboring West Indian islands, but was 
in charge when the renowned 1823 slave rebellion erupted on his plantation at Success Village 
on Guyana's east coast, about seven miles from the capital of Georgetown. ' 
 
The South American president, Ali says a plan is required for reparations 
 
The article states: "The descendants of John Gladstone must now also outline their plan of action 
in line with the Caricom plan for reparatory justice for slavery and indentureship," Ali said.'  
 
Descendants of William Gladstone urge British government to discuss reparations 
 
In the article ‘Family of former British PM apologizes for enslaver past in Guyana 
Descendants of William Gladstone urge British government to discuss reparations in the 
Caribbean’ published on August 26, 2023 (ref2) says, ‘Charles Gladstone, a descendant of 
former plantation owner John Gladstone, delivers an apology on behalf of the Gladstone family 
at Georgetown University in Guyana on Friday.’ The article states, ‘John Gladstone is also 
believed to have owned two ships that transported thousands of Asians from India and elsewhere 
to work as indentured labourers after the abolition of slavery in 1834.’ 
 
 
Section II - What is slavery - ‘The stealing and selling of human beings’ 
 
Chattel Slavery 
 
In the video ‘BBC - Slavery Scotlands Hidden Shame S01E01’ (ref 8) at 3:15 into the video, 
Graham Campbell SNP Councillor; Springburn Glasgow. 'The world slavery is often misused, 
misunderstood actually.  But when you are talking about Chattel slavery - being chattel, being 
property that means you are deprived of all human rights and liberty....' 
 
In the video ‘BBC - Slavery Scotlands Hidden Shame S01E01’ (ref 8) 
At 18 seconds in the video (ref 8) states, “ The powerfull voices including all the churches were 
quite happy with the idea OF STEALING AND SELLING human beings….and extraordinary 
violent... 
 
In the video ‘BBC - Slavery Scotlands Hidden Shame S01E01’ (ref 8) at 2:35 into the video (ref 
8), Sir Geoffrey Palmer, Educationalist / Activist says, 'The slavery we are talking about is 
chattel slavery. It is illegal slavery. It is a slavery that says a slave has no right to life.  
 
In the video ‘BBC - Slavery Scotlands Hidden Shame S01E01’ (ref 8) at 2:45 into the video, 
David Alston; Historian, Chairman Indentured labor can be a bad thing - a number of Scots that 
were forced into indentured labor in the Caribbean, but they were not chattel slaves, they were 
not owned by the people that they worked for. There's a really important difference between them 
and - I know certainly if you are talking to people through out Scotland, I think particularly the 
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Highland people will often say Ah, but Highlanders were enslaved, well they weren't enslaved 
as chattel slaves.  
 
 
Section III - The year Christopher Columbus sighted Guyana 
 
In the online article, ‘History of Guyana; Britanica’ (ref 6) states ‘Explorer Christopher 
Columbus sighted the Guyana coast in 1498, and Spain subsequently claimed, but largely 
avoided, the area between the Orinoco and Amazon deltas, a region long known as the Wild 
Coast.  
 
The location of Guyana in South America and the Caribbean 
 
Guyana has various spellings, which are: Guyana, Gauyana, Guiana, Guianna 
 
In the article  ‘The Guianas by Randy M. Browne (ref 3) and last reviewed on August 23, 2018, 
states ‘The Guianas span some nine hundred miles of Atlantic coast in northern South America, 
from the Orinoco River in the west to the Amazon River delta in the east. The name, from an 
indigenous word meaning “land of many waters,” is fitting for a region dissected by thousands of 
rivers and where most people live along the coast. Far off the tourist paths of the Caribbean 
Sea and Latin America, the Guianas are also understudied, despite having been the scene 
of intense European imperial rivalries, colonialism, and slavery for several centuries.  
 
 
Section IV - The Dutch involvement in the transatlantic slave trade 
 
In the book 'Minorities at Risk Project, Chronology for Africans in Guyana published in 2004 
(ref 5) states, ‘The Dutch established the first European settlement in what is now Guyana’ 
(ref5). ‘It was the Dutch who finally began European settlement, establishing trading posts 
upriver in about 1580’ (ref 6).   
 
‘The Dutch originally established the settlement in order to trade with indigenous people, but 
with the competition with other European countries to gain territory, it soon became a 
commercial base for the Dutch. By the 1660s, 2500 slaves had been brought to the Dutch 
territory to work on plantations. The book states, '1781 - 1831, Control over the territory passed 
back and forth from the Dutch to the British. In 1831, the British established permanent control 
over Guyana, which it would hold until 1966' (ref5). 
 
‘By the mid-17th century the Dutch had begun importing slaves from West Africa to 
cultivate sugarcane. ' The article states, 'Guyana changed hands with bewildering frequency 
during the French revolutionary and Napoleonic wars (mostly between the British and the 
French) from 1792 to 1815. During a brief French occupation, Longchamps, later called 
Georgetown, was established at the mouth of the Demerara River; the Dutch renamed it Stabroek 
and continued to develop it. The British took over in 1796 and remained in possession, except for 
short intervals, until 1814, when they purchased Demerara, Berbice, and Essequibo, which in 
1831 were united as the colony of British Guiana. ' The article states, ‘ When the slave trade was 
abolished in 1807, there were about 100,000 slaves in Berbice, Demerara, and Essequibo. After 
full emancipation in 1838, black freedmen left the plantations to establish their own settlements 
along the coastal plain’ (ref6). 
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The forgotten history of Dutch slavery in Guyana 
 
In the article (ref 4) The forgotten history of Dutch slavery in Guyana ’published February 28, 
2020, states ‘When we think of the history of Dutch slavery, the areas that spring to mind are 
primarily the Antilles and Suriname. However, until the end of the eighteenth century there were 
also Dutch plantation colonies in neighbouring Guyana. Bram Hoonhout’s book ‘Borderless 
Empire’ describes this forgotten history.' 
 
The author Bram Hoonhout states, ‘An illegal trade with British slave traders developed, even 
though officially slaves could only be bought from Dutch slave traders. The local governors 
knew this, but decided to turn a blind eye. They also allowed British and American traders to 
supply food and building materials, even though these were often paid covertly with crops that 
were intended for the Netherlands. ' The author wrote 'Besides the illegal trading that went 
on, the colonists also formed alliances with the indigenous people and recruited them as 
support groups. These native support groups tracked down runaway Africans, preventing 
them from forming their own communities, as happened in the rainforest of Suriname.'  
 
 
Section V - The slave Rebellions - Coffy (Kofi) 
 
In the report by CBC Radio called: ‘Blood on the River: Uncovering a forgotten slave 
rebellion; Author Marjoleine Kars wins the prestigious 2021 Cundill History Prize’ (ref 7) 
Originally published on December states, Originally "I was in the national archives in The 
Hague. I'm Dutch… And so I was poking around, and I found all these records about a place I 
had never heard of — called Berbice," she said. ‘Berbice was a series of Dutch plantations 
founded in the mid-eighteenth century in what's now Guyana, named for the river along 
which the plantations were situated. It was also the site of an astonishing slave rebellion in 
1763. "Most rebellions are quickly suppressed. They don't last very long: hours, maybe 
days. And this one went on for more than a year." The articles says, ‘ Coffi, the leader of the 
largest slave rebellion in the Caribbean to date... slipped out of history with barely a notice.- 
Marjoleine Kars.' 
 
Although Guyana is highly connected to the Caribean, it’s important to note that Guyana is in 
South America and Coffy (Kofi) is from Guyana in South America and not from an island in the 
Caribbean.  
 
 
Section VI - The Gladstones involvement in the slave trade 
 
Who is John Gladstone? 
From google search retrieved on Sep 21, 2023 at 10:30pm states: 
Sir John Gladstone, 1st Baronet, FRSE (11 December 1764 - 7 December 1851) was a Scottish 
merchant, slave owner, and Tory politician best known for being the father of British Prime 
Minister William Ewart Gladstone.’ 
 
The article ‘Descendants of a British owner of slaves in Guyana apologize as Caribbean seeks 
reparations’ (ref10) says ‘Charles Gladstone, a descendant of former plantation owner John 
Gladstone, traveled to Guyana from Britain with five relatives to offer the formal apology.’ 
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‘The descendants of a 19th-century Scottish sugar and coffee planter who owned thousands of 
slaves in Guyana apologized Friday for the sins of their ancestor, calling slavery a crime against 
humanity with lasting negative impacts’ (ref 10). 
 
“It is with deep shame and regret that we acknowledge our ancestors’ involvement in this crime 
and with heartfelt sincerity…”  
 
In the article ‘Family of former British PM apologizes for enslaver past in Guyana 
Descendants of William Gladstone urge British government to discuss reparations in the 
Caribbean’ published on August 26, 2023 (ref2) says, ‘Charles Gladstone, a descendant of 
former plantation owner John Gladstone, delivers an apology on behalf of the Gladstone 
family at Georgetown University in Guyana on Friday.’ 
 
The article states, ‘John Gladstone is also believed to have owned two ships that transported 
thousands of Asians from India and elsewhere to work as indentured labourers after the abolition 
of slavery in 1834.’ 
 
The article states,  “It is with deep shame and regret that we acknowledge our ancestor’s 
involvement in this crime and with heartfelt sincerity that we apologise to the descendants 
of the enslaved in Guyana. We also urge other descendants of those who benefited from slavery 
to open conversations about their ancestors’ crimes and what they might be able to do to build a 
better future.”  
 
The speech above was made at the University of Guyana.  
 
Some more information from Reference 10. 
Ref 10 - “In writing this heartfelt apology, we also acknowledge Sir John Gladstone’s role in 
bringing indentured laborers to Guyana, and apologize for the clear and manifold injustices of 
this,” he said. 
 
Ref 10 ‘A renowned 1823 slave revolt took place on his estate as Success Village on Guyana’s 
east coast. The so-called freedom rebellion was crushed in two days with hundreds of salves 
killed. Some enslaved people were beheaded and had their heads planted on poles all the way to 
Georgetown, Guyana’s colonial and current capital, as a lesson to others with similar ideas.’ 
 
Ref 10 Outside the auditorium where Gladstone made the apology, a handful of protesters 
shouted “Murderers!” and held signs reading, “The Gladstones are murders” and “Stolen people, 
stolen dreams.” 
 
Ref 10 ‘The leader of the protest, Cedric Castellow, dismissed the apology as “perfunctory” and 
said Britain and other European countries owe Guyana and the Caribbean billions of dollars in 
reparation payments. 
 
The article says, ‘The protesters held placards that read: “Your guilt is real, Charlie. Move 
quickly to reparations now,” and “The Gladstones are murderers.” 
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Conclusion 
 
There have been massive crimes against many throughout history, which resulted in the 
destruction of many lives, along with their homes and nations. Although something should have 
already been done to improve the lives of many that have suffered because of the enslavement of 
their ancestors, as only touched on in this report, hopefully reparations will be given to improve 
their lives, but it’s important to have your reparations in something tangible and not in digital 
dollars - just a number - where you can lose everything once again if and or when the world 
economy crashes during the ‘Great Reset’.  
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Descendants of William Gladstone urge British government to discuss reparations in the 
Caribbean 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2023/aug/26/family-of-former-british-pm-william-
gladstone-apologises-for-enslaver-past-in-guyana 
 
 
Reference 3 
https://www.oxfordbibliographies.com/display/document/obo-9780199730414/obo-
9780199730414-0052.xml 
The GuianasRandy M. BrowneLAST REVIEWED: 23 AUGUST 2018 
LAST MODIFIED: 29 MAY 2019 
DOI: 10.1093/OBO/9780199730414-0052 
 
 
Reference 4 
The forgotten history of Dutch slavery in Guyana 
28 February 2020 
 
 
Reference 5 
'Minorities at Risk Project, Chronology for Africans in Guyana, 2004, available at: 
https://www.refworld.org/docid/469f3893c.html [accessed 12 September 2023]' 
retrieved on Sep11, 2023 at 9:10pm  
 
 
Reference 6 
https://www.britannica.com/place/Guyana/History 
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History of Guyana; Britanica 
Retrieved on Sep 11, 2023 at 9:18 pm. 
 
Reference 7 
Blood on the River: Uncovering a forgotten slave rebellion 
Author Marjoleine Kars wins the prestigious 2021 Cundill History Prize 
CBC Radio · Posted: Dec 02, 2021 3:49 PM MST | Last Updated: July 19, 2022  
https://www.cbc.ca/radio/ideas/blood-on-the-river-uncovering-a-forgotten-slave-rebellion-
1.6271053 
*Originally published on December 2, 2021. 
 
Reference 8 
BBC - Slavery Scotlands Hidden Shame S01E01 
https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x8810aq 
 
Reference 9  
Scotland and the Slave Trade; Mr Marr - History and Modern Studies 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0jje9-EVrcY&list=PLPuqwEYtltzue0oPF773s-WGrTvx-
4EWc 
 
Reference 10  
Descendants of a British owner of slaves in Guyana apologize as Caribbean seeks reparations 
Nbcnews.com/news/nbcklk/descendants-british-owner-slves-guyana-apologize-cribbean-seeks-
repa-rcna101857; By The Associated Press; Aug 25, 2023 
 
 
I, Fisal ally began researching posting this info on www.allymedia.ca starting Sep 5, 2023 and 
continues today, as those excerpts will be referenced in upcoming research articles. The 
information in this article were posted on www.allymedia.ca and are used for this article. 
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Grooming, Scams, Frauds, Scandals 
By Fisal Ally 
Edition 1: September 22, 2023 
 
Disclaimer: The researcher/writer of this article is not offering any advice, but is only providing information that’s 
available to the public, along with some of his opinions and views. Reports may get updated, and links may change. 
If there are errors, once the writer becomes aware of them, he will carry out further research on the topics and 
make necessary updates and or clarifications. Also as I work on these reports criminals can steal them without me 
knowing. 

 
Introduction 
 
I - Cult - grooming of Indigenous girls 
II - GP travelled to assault 10 year old girl 
 
 
Introduction 

There are various types of scams and frauds taking place. Many are bank frauds. We’ve heard 
of the College Admission Scam.  
 
Who is behind many frauds? How the rich and powerful are involved. So you think it’s the 
average people that can barely pay their bills behind these crimes? Think again. There are 
countless small crimes and gun violence, but what about very big ones. Elizabeth Warren, United 
States Senator from Massachusetts (where all the criminal cases were led), told news media that 
the scandal (The College Admission Scandal) represented "just one more example of how the 
rich and powerful know how to take care of their own". Another article states, ‘The 
punishment for Rick Singer, 62, is the longest sentence handed down in the sprawling scandal 
that embarrassed some of the nation’s most prestigious universities and put a spotlight on the 
secretive admissions system already seen as rigged in favor of the rich’. It looks like the 
Mastermind, Rick Singer of age 62 was already wealthy from these frauds, but greed controlled 
him that he kept defrauding the system more until he was caught; the greedy gets greedier.  
 
Many certainly do it because they have the connections. You scratch my back and I’ll scratch 
yours. 
 
In the way the Mastermind used the side door in the college admission scam to defraud the 
system, don’t you think the same thing is happening in music, where the Mastermind and his 
accomplices are stealing our songs and going through the backdoor and the side door to make 
lots of money?  
 
Imagine the plot by a mastermind and his accomplices to commit fraud, such as stealing songs 
and books, and breaking them into pieces and then having you used the stolen songs or rewrite 
the song and you get blamed for their fraud. Thus, no relatives, no friends, nobody will get my 
permission to use any of my songs and or books. Ask the mastermind for a song that they did not 
steal for you to sing, play and record and get a lawyer involved...Fisal Ally 
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This reports looks at grooming. 
 
I - Cult - grooming of Indigenous girls 
 
In the article ‘Dances With Woves’actor accused of grooming Indigenous girls appears in North 
Las Vegas court by Katie Ann McCarver; Feb 3, 2023, states, ‘Former actor and alleged cult 
leader Nathan Chasing Horse made his firs appearance in court on charges including sexually 
assaulting, trafficking and abusing Indigenous girls and women and women and instruction his 
“sister” wives to use suicide pills in the event of his death. 
 
The “Dances With Woves” actor leads an alleged cult known a The Circle, which infamously 
practices unethical rituals, standards of living and beliefs, the report said. 
‘Chasing Horse has allegedly portrayed himself as a “holy man” or “medicine man” to gain the 
trust of Indigenous families and their children, giving young girls a false sense of belonging 
before sexually assaulting them.’ 
 
II - GP travelled to assault 10 year old girl 
 
In the article ‘GP who travelled 100 miles to rape 10-year-old girl struck off 
Michael Holmes, PA; Thu, September 7, 2023 (ref 11)‘ states:  
A GP who travelled 100 miles to rape a 10-year-old girl has been struck off the medical register. 
The behaviour of Rupesh Seth, who was jailed for more than three years in March, was ruled to 
be “fundamentally incompatible with being a doctor” '   '  
Seth, 39, from Wareham in Dorset, was arrested in 2020 after travelling to Egham in Surrey to 
abuse the youngster, police said. 
Subsequent searches of his phones uncovered child sexual abuse imagery, the force added. ' 
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Spectacular 

Looking 
 
 

 
 

Water sitting on the grass 
Simply, on some places on the lawn there were a built up of something that looks like cobweb 

and thus when it rained the water on the web 
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MEOTA SASK. CANADA 
Photos taken and copyright by WM Petryk 
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MUSEUM SASK. CANADA 
Photos taken and copyright by WM Petryk 
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DIVERSE COOKING 
DIVERSE RECIPES 
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Simple vegetarian 

Zucchini & Cucumbers cooked 

 
Roti purchased from India Bazaar 

1/3 of a roti 
 

Zucchini Recipe 
 
Prep time: 20 minutes 
Cook time: 50 minutes  
2 zucchini, 1 onion, 7 cloves of garlic, 2 jalapeno pepper, 2 tomatoes 
Oil, salt, paprika and black pepper 
 
Cut, slice and wash zucchini, peppers and tomatoes 
 
Add 3 Tbl oil to pot and set stove to Hi 
Add onions, garlic, jalapeno and cook for 5 minutes so a bit brown 
Add Zucchini to pot and cook on Hi for 20 minutes. During this time add salt to taste, black 
pepper, paprika 
Set stove to medium, cover pot and cook for 15 minutes 
Set stove to low and simmer for approx. 10 to 20 minutes, so zucchini is soft. 
  
  
See next page for pictures… 
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It was a nice day outside, so my cat Furrari and I were outside enjoying the weather, while I 
peeled and cut up the Zucchini picked from Naz & Deen’s garden. Naz is my mom, and Deen 
is my dad who departed decades ago. Thus the small garden at the back is named after my 
parents.  
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

See the next page where chicken was added 
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Zucchini & cucumbers with chicken and 

potatoes 

 
 

  
 

 
 
 
 
Recipe 
Similar to the one above 
 
Cook onions, garlic and chicken to give it a bit of a burn 
Then add potatoes, tomatoes and zucchini & potatoes 
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Diverse 

ENTERTAINMENT 
 

 

 

 

Still playing - Rolling Stones - Jagger turned 80 
 
The article ‘The Rolling Stones will release their first studio album in 18 years, 'Hackney 
Diamonds' published on Sep 4, 2023, updates on the Rolling Stones‘ (ref 13) 'On Monday, the 
band announced they are preparing to release their first album of original material in 18 years — 
since 2005's “A Bigger Bang.”' 
 
In the article ‘Rolling Stones Confirm ‘Hackney Diamonds,’ First Studio Album in Nearly 
Two Decades, Miles KleeMon, September 4, 2023 reflects on the Stones,  The Rolling Stones 
toured Europe last summer to celebrate their 60th anniversary, and with another record 
around the corner, they show no sign of slowing down, despite Richards and Wood being in their 
late 70s and Jagger turning 80 in July.   
 
The article ‘Mick Jagger Celebrates 80th Birthday with Lenny Kravitz and Jerry Hall: See the 
Oucs! By Jill Lupupa and Linda Marx; Published July 27, 2023;  ‘‘The Rolling Stones frontman 
celebrated his 80th birthday on Wednesday with family, friends and famous pals, enjoying a bash 
at his West London home in Chelsea followed by an after party at London nightclub Embargo 
Republica.’ 
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ALLY’S SONGWRITING JOURNEY 

AUGUST 9 TRADITION 
ANNOYING ADVERTISEMENT APPEARED ON WWW.ALLYMEDIA.CA AS I 
LISTENED TO THE AUGUST 9 TRADITIONAL SONG VIDEOS 
 

 

I was listening to and watching my 
August 9 traditional videos for 2023, 
and suddenly an annoying 
advertisement popped up on the 
www.allymedia.ca website which 
has never happened before. The 
advertisement was hand drawn, and 
had about 4 crooked hand draw 
buttons, and one of the buttons 
scratched out. The Ad said 
something like, ‘Don’t Sratch’ or 
stop sratching. Great spelling I 
thought.  

The next time I went on to the www.allymedia.ca website, as soon as I opened the website, an 
advertisement popped up immediately as the site came up, as if it the Ad was hibernating for a 
few days and just waiting for me to open the website. This time it was not the hand drawn 
sketch. It was now designed using a computer software. See below on the picture on the right 
side for the advertisement. It basically says losers and to stop sratching. The first thing I thought 
of was that the parasites were on the website hunting for more songs and books…Fisal Ally. 
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Diverse News References 
 
References:	  	  
 
Reference 1 
 
DENY CLIMATE CHANGE? GO TO JAIL! - UK Legislation Will Criminalize Those Who 
"Question Climate" 
World Alternative Media 
https://www.brighteon.com/2de1cee7-dcd8-4c9e-9834-e7eabbbe4a21 
Published 6 days ago (sep9, 2023) 
 
 
Reference 2 
 
SHOCKING! Is Your Retirement OWNED By China? - New Information REVEALS The 
Truth! - Clip 
World Alternative Media2397 Subscribers 
https://www.brighteon.com/b42b420e-1620-454e-a835-536004629eab 
(retrieved info  on sep 14, 2023 at 10pm edm time. 
 
 
Reference 3 
 
2ND AMENDMENT SUSPENDED! - They're Coming For Us All! - Owen Shroyer Faces 120 
Day Prison Sentence!  
https://www.brighteon.com/4a9b9bde-719d-4538-be0a-9011c6f92684 (retrieved on sep 14, 2023 
at 10:20pm 
 
 
Reference 4 
 
MASKS ARE BACK! - Schools Force Masks On Kids As Biden Stumbles Around With A 
Muzzle  
https://www.brighteon.com/9a64747d-a6a5-4f3e-9e89-95d94f285523 
headline 'Here we go" Public Elementary School in Wealthy DC suburb forcing third-grade 
children to wear masks again by Cullen Linbarger sep 5, 2023 
 
Reference 5 
 
EYESISWATCHIN PODCAST #111 - COVID PROPAGANDA, BURNING MAN, MASS 
DISABLING EVENT, SYNTHETIC ENTITIES 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Wf3oRrMyDpBy/ 
First published at 23:05 UTC on September 9th, 2023. 
 
 
Reference 6 
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It begins!Banks ending cash in 2024! - Get your money out of the banks 
World Alternative Media, Published September 19, 2023 
Brighteon.com/bdd3569b-099b-4ef9-9ae9-4645c1b74f13 
 
Reference 7 
 
USA TODAY Sports 
#novaxdjokovic: Aaron Rodgers praises Novak Djokovic's position on COVID-19 vaccine 
Lorenzo Reyes, USA TODAY 
Mon, September 4, 2023 at 11:17 a.m. MDThttps://ca.yahoo.com/sports/novaxdjokovic-aaron-
rodgers-praises-novak-171759784.html 
 
Reference 8 
 
Report: ‘Dances With Woves’actor accused of grooming Indigenous girls appears in North Las 
Vegas court 
By Katie Ann McCarver; Feb 3, 2023 
Lasvegassun.com/news/2023/feb/03/reporting-dancing-with-wolves-actor-used-spirtual-st/ 
 
Reference 9 
 
Variety 
Billy Miller, ‘The Young and the Restless’ and ‘General Hospital’ Actor, Dies at 44 
McKinley Franklin; Sun, Sep 17, 2023 
Ca.yahoo.com/news/billy-miller-young-restless-general-164704606.html 
 
 
Reference 10 
 
Fitness Influencer, 33, Dies of Double Cardiac Arrest 
Cara Lynn ShultzFri, September 1, 2023 at 8:54 a.m  
https://ca.style.yahoo.com/fitness-influencer-33-dies-double-145411684.html 
 
 
Reference 11 
 
GP who travelled 100 miles to rape 10-year-old girl struck off 
Michael Holmes, PA 
Thu, September 7, 2023 at 10:48 a.m. MDT 
https://ca.yahoo.com/news/gp-travelled-100-miles-rape-164805968.html 
 
 
Reference 12 
 
Warrant: Man sets fire at Ellington Masonic lodge, calls police the next day 
Christine DempseyJan. 17, 2023Updated: Jan. 17, 2023 6:35 p.m  
https://www.ctinsider.com/news/article/Ellington-Masonic-Fayette-lodge-arson-arrest-
17722618.php 
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The Canadian Press 
The Rolling Stones will release their first studio album in 18 years, 'Hackney Diamonds' 
 Mon, September 4, 2023 at 1:01 p.m. MDT 
https://ca.yahoo.com/news/rolling-stones-release-first-studio-190124800.html 
 
Reference 14 
 
Rolling Stone 
Rolling Stones Confirm ‘Hackney Diamonds,’ First Studio Album in Nearly Two Decades 
Miles KleeMon, September 4, 2023 at 1:20 p.m. MDT 
https://ca.yahoo.com/news/rolling-stones-confirm-hackney-diamonds-192022973.html 
 
 
Reference 15 
 
The State plans to starve you! - Government grocery stores & more factory explosions 
World Alternative Media; Published Sep 17, 2023 
Brighteon.com/a24c4fc7-3516-40ec-9288-bfbc6e86de1f 
 
 
Reference 16 
Israeli scientists create model of human embryo without eggs or sperm 
September 7, 2023 
Reuters.com/science/Israeli-scientists-create-model-human-embryo-without-eggs-or-sperm-
2023-09-07/ 
 
 
Reference 17 
Lab-grown human ‘embryo’ created without eggs or sperm 
September 08, 2023 
Thehindu.com/sci-tech/scence/lab-grown-human-embryo-created-without-eggs-or-
sperms/article67284344.ece 
 
Reference 18 
UK climate activists held in jail for up to six months before trial by Terry Macalister, Friday 23, 
2022 
Theguardian.com/environment/2022/sep/23/uk-climate-activists-held-in-jail-for-up-to-six-
months-before-trial 
 
 
Reference 19 
Will we see a return to masks and lockdowns against covid-19 this winter?  
12 September 2023 by Priya Joi 
gavi.org/vaccineswork/will-we-see-return-masks-and-lockdowns-against-covid-19-winter 
 
 
Reference 20 
 
Mick Jagger Celebrates 80th Birthday with Lenny Kravitz and Jerry Hall: See the Oucs! By Jill 
Lupupa and Linda Marx; Published July 27, 2023 
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People.com/mic-jagger-celebrates-80th-birthday-with-lenny-kravitz-and-jerry-hall-see-the-pics-
7566247 
 
 
 
Reference 21 
 
Statement of Patrick Moore, Ph.D: Before the Senate Enviornment and Public Works 
Committee, Subcommittee on Oversight; February 25, 2012 “Natural Resource Adaptation: 
Protecting ecosystems and economies” 
 
Reference 22 
Mask up again? Here’s what to know about the call to ready masks by Sharon Kirkey, published 
Sep 16, 2023 
Nationalpost.com/news/mask-up-again-heres-what-to-know-about-the-call-to-ready-masks 
 
 
Reference 23 
Is 5G harmful to people by Kirsten Nunez on May 10, 2021 
Healthline.com/health/is-5g-harmful#does-it-affect-heatlth 
 
Reference 24 
‘I’m not an anti-vax, flat earther’: Aaron Rogers sought treatments instead of covid-19 vaccine 
Cbc.ca/sports/football/nfl/aaron-rodgers-packers-qb-covid-vaccination-1.6239835 
The Associated Press; Posted Nov 6, 2021 
 
 
Diverse News came from the blog located on www.allymedi.ca at the following location, where 
the research information began collection on August 17, 2023 
Blog URL: https://blogging.godaddy.com/blog/6f52f775-520e-427e-bdde-
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